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New Fellows – UK – 2007

Dr Juan Claudio Ague
Dr Peter Henry Lowry Ariften
Dr Majid Mohamed Al-Yassiri
Dr Daniel Leo Antebi
Dr Alexander Mario Baldacchino
Dr Robert John Bale
Dr Morris William Bernadt
Dr Sarah Helen Bernard
Dr Birdumadhava Rao Bhadrinath
Dr Jonathan Ian Bisson
Dr Sarah Elizabeth Black
Dr Clive Mark Britten
Dr Andrew David Brittlebank
Dr Judith Ann Brothwell
Dr Raymond Peter Maritia Brown
Dr Saroj Cheema
Dr Marco Cesare Chiesa
Dr Mary Theresa Arulmalar Christian
Dr Alastair John Caldwell Cook
Professor Christopher Charles Holland
Dr Christopher Gavin Daly
Dr Elizabeth Lynne Daly
Dr Rachel Mary Daly
Dr Gillian Davies
Dr Richard Huw Davies
Dr Thomas Gwynfro Davies
Dr Margaret De Jong
Dr Francesca Marie Carola Denman
Dr Neil John Deuchar
Dr Martin James Eales
Dr Andrew Maurice Ekstein Easton
Professor Klaus Peter Ebmeier
Dr Elaine Valerie Edmunds
Dr Elizabeth Lynne Daly
Dr Rachel Mary Daly
Dr Gillian Davies
Dr Richard Huw Davies
Dr Thomas Gwynfro Davies
Dr Margaret De Jong
Dr Francesca Marie Carola Denman
Dr Neil John Deuchar
Dr Martin James Eales
Dr Andrew Maurice Ekstein Easton
Professor Klaus Peter Ebmeier
Dr Elaine Valerie Edmunds
Dr Mary Marjorie Ellis
Dr Wilson Rayner Firth
Dr Nigel Raymond Fisher
Professor Jonathan Flint
Dr Jacqueline Foong
Dr Hilary Daryl Foster
Dr Trevor Friedman
Dr Martin Alexander Gee
Dr Anne Carol Gilchrist
Dr Margaret Ann Graham
Dr Christopher Michael Green
Dr Qusay Moosa Abdul Hadi
Dr Ian Sebastian Hall
Dr Giles Christopher Harborne
Dr Judith Anne Harrison
Dr Francesca Mary Harrop
Dr Angela Contantinoou Hassiotis
Dr Alistair G Hay

Professor Anthony John Holland
Dr Helen Phileomena Holmes
Dr Carl Anthony Hooper
Dr Alexander Dewar Horne
Dr Gary Mark Jackson
Dr Raymond Michael Jacques
Dr Adrian John Boste James
Professor Peter Brian Jones
Dr Charnam Mary Kalic
Dr Nicholas Mark Land
Dr Bernadette Ann Larkin
Dr Moira Margaret Livingston
Professor Keith Robert Lloyd
Dr Damien Longson
Dr Philip Anthony Lucas
Dr Richard Hamish McAlister-Williams
Dr Anne Ncneil McClure
Dr Elspeth Campbell McCue
Dr Joseph William McDonald
Dr Philip Joseph McGarry
Dr Siobhan Maria MacHale
Dr Fiona Ross McKenzie
Dr John Terence McKenna
Dr Stuart McLaren
Professor Fiona Christine Patricia McNicholas
Dr Inthea Marion Priscilla Janet Macquire-Samson
Dr Arshad Mahmood
Dr Michael Maier
Dr Kevin Michael Malone
Dr Ivana Markova
Dr Stephen John Scott Martin
Dr Patrick Samuel Mbaya
Dr Albert Michael
Professor Declan Gregory Myles Murphy
Dr Leigh Anthony Neal
Dr Kathrym Patricia O'Donoghue
Dr Jean O'Hara
Dr Chike Okochia
Dr Eleni Palazidou
Dr Alice Margaret Parshall
Dr Maureen Wilson Ramsay
Dr Margaret Ellen Haslam Rangecroft
Dr Mannige Rahul Rao
Dr Hefrish Rasool
Dr Alison Reed
Dr David Reiss
Dr Anthony Peter Roberts
Dr Pauline Roberts
Dr Sarah Jex Robertson
Dr Gerard Roney
Dr Karim Fouad Georgi Saad
Dr Geoffrey Frank Searle

Dr Louise Ann Sell
Dr Helen Elizabeth Sharrard
Dr Jennifer Jayne Shaw
Dr Amrit Be Singh
Professor Swaran Preet Singh
Dr Paul St. John-Smith
Dr Samuel Mark Stein
Dr Helen Mary Stuart
Dr Alan George Swann
Dr John Storey Talbot
Dr Andrew Frederick Tarbuck
Dr Christopher Michael Taylor
Dr David Roger Thomas
Dr Susan Mary Thomas
Dr Jane Ann Throssell
Dr John Ovenstone Todd
Dr Ian Henry Treasaden
Dr David Charles Tullett
Dr Duncan Andrew Veasey
Dr Christine Mary Vize
Dr Catherine Walsh
Dr James Bernard Walsh
Dr Marian Bridget Anne Walsh
Dr Howard Linton Waring
Dr John Charles Thompson Webster
Dr Thomas White
Dr Ingrid Hall Whitton
Dr Beatrice Jean Wilkinson
Dr Tegwyn Mel Williams
Dr Christopher Mark Winston
Dr Michael David Winter
Dr Alison Jane Wood
Dr Graham Colin Wood
Dr Susan Elizabeth Wressell
Dr Ablalla Osman Yaha
Dr Steven Charles Young

New Fellows – Overseas – 2007

Dr Sherif Fahim Atalla
Dr Anil Bhushon Dutt
Dr Bankole Akindeinde Johnson
Dr Matcheri Srinivasasumurthy Keshavan
Dr Stephen Randolph Kisely
Dr Melvin Gordon McNinus
Dr Chandra Shekhar Mukherji
Dr Priyani Upendra Ratnayake
Dr Allan Tasman
Professor Alisa Wacharasindhu
Dr Yun Kwok Wing
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Roles and Responsibilities of the Consultant in General Adult Psychiatry

Council Report CR140, August 2006, Royal College of Psychiatrists, £7.50, 60 pp

This report is a revised and updated version of Roles and Responsibilities of the Consultant in General and Community Psychiatry (Council Report CR94; Royal College of Psychiatrists, 2001). The document provides a positive vision of the role of the specialist in general adult psychiatry. It reaffirms the value and validity of the role, and its centrality in the provision of mental health services to the working age adult population. The role and responsibilities are defined in relation to the service and the multidisciplinary team, and evidence-based developments in treatment, care and services are supported.

Consultants in general adult psychiatry are specialists in the diagnosis and assessment, management and prevention of the full range of mental health disorders affecting adults of working age. Their expertise is deployed in a wide range of settings, reflecting the needs of patients. They require a detailed knowledge of mental disorders affecting the adult population, the multiple factors affecting these disorders, and the basic sciences relevant to assessment, diagnosis and treatment.

Key values and attitudes include: partnership working with patients and carers, a social care perspective, and multidisciplinary and multi-agency working. The central skills of the consultant in general adult psychiatry are defined in the report.

There are recommendations for the clarification of clinical responsibility carried by the consultant and other members of the team. Trusts should draw up guidance for clinical responsibility, taking account of national statutes, the guidance of professional bodies and local circumstances.

The report is in line with the New Ways of Working for Psychiatrists (Department of Health, 2005) and views consultants as a resource to the multidisciplinary team and the wider health and social care community. It recommends that consultants carry small personal case-loads which are compatible with locally agreed job plans, and that they are enabled to work in a consultative fashion, prioritising the needs of complex patients and those with severe disability. In addition, consultants have a responsibility to provide leadership in their clinical setting and have a crucial role in contributing to the service design. They also have an important role in advocating for individual patients or more broadly for such things as improvements in services, rights and social justice for people with mental health problems.

Included in the appendices are the reports of the working groups set up between the Faculty of General and Community Psychiatry and the other individual faculties.
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